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Whether I am flying single engines, piston twins, turboprop twins, or even doubles, I am always in
awe of the elegance and beauty of these machines. The Aerosoft A319 and A320 are two aircrafts in

the new series where virtually every part of the previous releases is overhauled or redone. What
remains is our dedication to the basic idea of the product. We simulate flying these aircrafts and the

aircrafts systems are just a tool, not the goal. Using these products will bring flight simulation as
close as possible to the experience of a real pilot from interacting with the MCDU to opening the
flight deck door using the correct procedure. The Aerosoft A319 and A320 are two aircrafts in the

new series where virtually every part of the previous releases is overhauled or redone. What remains
is our dedication to the basic idea of the product. We simulate flying these aircrafts and the aircrafts

systems are just a tool, not the goal. Using these products will bring flight simulation as close as
possible to the experience of a real pilot from interacting with the MCDU to opening the flight deck
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